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After the almost continuous rain in May, when we were very proud to receive a visit from 

the local National Garden Scheme group with regard to their grant to us, there has been 

very little rain so far in June. Considering the amount of rain that has fallen recently the 

ground is surprisingly dry although this does not seem to have deterred the weeds. Flea 

beetles have returned with a vengeance. The turnip leaves are full of tiny holes so it doesn’t 

look like planting them between onion sets made any difference but hopefully they are big 

enough to withstand this onslaught.  

The first early potatoes (Sharpe’s express) are almost ready for harvest and we are looking 

forward to using our new potato harvester attachment for the two wheeled tractor which 

should prevent spearing the tubers and ruining them which can happen all too easily with 

manual lifting. 

 



Our broad beans (Aquadulce & Aquadulce Claudia) which we planted late last year are 

looking good and the kitchens are anticipating a crop of small and delicious beans in the 

next few weeks. 

 

It has been a very good growing year so far and Adrian’s tomatoes which he grew on the 

windowsill of his flat have now been  planted in one of our poly tunnels are have clusters of 

lovely little green tomatoes getting ready to ripen. 

June is the month to plant out your courgettes, squashes and marrows if you have grown 

them under protection, as most people do, rather than planting them directly outside. 

 

We got our first rows of broad beans planted thanks to the very generous donation by the 

residents of Collingtree park care home. Thank you for that. 

If you have forgotten to plant anything or haven’t had any luck due to pests, the weather, 

stampeding elephants or any other of the number of things that cause your plants to fail 

you can always buy plantlets from garden centres, farm shops or markets. In fact in some 



cases this can be a very cost effective means of obtaining plants as you don’t end up with 

quantities of unused seeds or have to suffer the heartbreak of seeing your prized seedlings 

devoured by slugs. 

Looking forward to July.  

July is the month when you really start reaping the rewards of your labour with a range of 

vegetables ready for harvest. If you’ve got time you can start summer pruning of fruit trees 

like cherries, plums, peaches and nectarines which might otherwise suffer from silver leaf 

disease if pruned in the winter. 

Finally,  

Did you know that the modern roses that grace so many British gardens were developed by 

Josephine (as in ‘not tonight Josephine’) Bonaparte? 

Oh you did! Well that’s alright then. 

Have a happy gardening month and see you in July. 

Joe - the Hope gardener 


